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;Pjt#EEotalll2 (Div' I and 2)
F,{{Pcipal priorities and objectives
The setti.ng 9f priorities for agricultural statistics in the year a?read
sLens frep the progranune of work for ttre decade of ttre nineteen eighties
which hafl been put together, in consuttation with Member states and the
Commis6lq4 sepvices, during the past tt'ro years'
while maintaining and where possible improving the flow of existing
statisLieg on structure, prices, incomes and production, highest priority
witl be g{ven to a number of specific projects' These include:
- r'undemental reform and improvement in the management of agricultural
data disgemination.
- ffie nationar agricultural labour force statistics in
tFe ffPrunqnitY.
_ A motre detatied brealglown by_region of agriculturar gtallstigs sinceit l.s assunea tnffithe common agricultural poLiry
will bg of a less general nature.
FurphBF development of a system of fisheries,st?tistics' 
-Illlpravenent of the existing forecasts of agricultural production'
pricao and incomes in particular by establlshing a comprehensive
short-term production and income model for tfie Community agricultural
-, " ; .,ii
secFpF.
- clogBr sbe EUROSTAT statistics and thoge of the Farm Ac-
counts Data Network.
_
designbd to speea up ttte ttandttng of data from current and future
surViye and t; provide easier and selective access to tfie rich store
of, lnformation already accumulated from past surveys, as well as
faclltF*es for table manipulations.
F:nlargement of tlle Conrnunity imposes a particulary heavy burden in respect
-.oE*SqflgTffufal statistics, notably as regards the need to ensure t-1".at the
necessafy statistical infrastructure is set up in good time in new Member
states, Rqf pxisting Member States ttris problem is virtually solved exeept
in the g+Fe of rblt, where the.extels!?n olJ+e o:lse merits
high priqrtty ii- ttre progralflne for the immedl-ate future.
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Mainly internal work of SOEC, not laying a heavy burden on menber
countries
Collection and,/or processing of data in mernber countries
Work mainly in Working croups
No work foreseen
a
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UNII' IIIJSI'ONS TI]IE :
TfTLE: Accounts 
-
PROJECT NUMBER: D
Dl - Agricultural Accounts and Structures
Actualisation, data processing and methodoloEylool, DLoo2t D1OO3
TNTRODUCTION:
Agricultural accounts are a synthesis of specific data from prod,uction
and price statistics. They aim at giving an overall view of economictransactions in ttre agricultural sector.
Their most important applications are 3
- to permit an annual review of the agricultural situation inthe EC,
- to provide a basis for examination of the interdependencebetween the branch "agriculture" and other areas of economicactivity.
The drawing up of the accor:nts presupposes harmonization of thegreater part of agricultural statistics and their adaptation to the
concepts of tlle system of national accounts. price statistics andthe suppry balance sheets are of considerable importance in tbis
respect (see project nuribers D 1oo4 
- IOOT and D 2O1o).
Thi-s work forms a very important source of informati.on for theformulation of the conmon agricurturar po1iry and for communityactivities in other fields (especially economic and fiscal pollcy).
An annual pubticationr showing definitive resuits by countries atcurrent and constant prices, has been issued since Lg64. The Sectoral
rncome rndex exercise, which provides an updating of value add,edper person empl0yed in agriculture for ttre current year in guestion,has been carried out each autumn since L976i the results of thisexercise are pr.rJcrished by napid rnformation Note in Januarv orFebruary of the foltowing year.
SOURCE:
Request from DG vr for the basic tasks as werl as from other users.
3. AII'
- Supply of comparable macro economic information on production
values (broken down by products), intermediate consumption,
value added, agriculturar income; and on fixed assets in
agriculture.
- Extending agricultural accounts according to uniforrn pri-ncj-ples
and preparing up-to-date estimates. supply of corresponding
statistics for the EC.
a
2.
a
r4. DESCRIPTION:
D 1001l-Tollection of data, analysis of questionnaires' preparation of EC
atresults in national currencies, and in a conrmon currency unit,
current and at constant prices. Efforts are being directed
towards making the results available earlier and towards the
better harmonization of the data.
completion and publicaLion of a handbook specifying the ESA rules
for agriculture (harmonization of concepts).
Bringing the Economl_c Accounts for Agriculture up to date for the
currqnt period and publishing the results annually'
D 1002
a
p- loo3
Arrangements for the calculation by Member States by a common method(in accordance with Annex c of the sixth council Directive on the
harnonization of the laws of the lvtember States relating to turnover
taxes) of the value added and Gross Fixed Capital Formation for (i)
all agricultural, forestry and fisheriest undertakinqs in each Member
state and (ii) those subject to tlte flat-rate scheme of vAT-
5.!!!$[Pmtt'
D 1001
Entry of agricultural and
base to make them readily
of the annual publicat-ion.
Bringing the Economic Accounts for
early forecasts from Member States
ert factor cost per person employed
Entry of historical
prografi[nes for t]te
forestry accounts data into tlte CRONOS data
available and to facilitate tJ:e preparation
Agriculture uP to date bY use of
of ttre evolution of net value added
in agriculture.
Annual publication of the results relating to the Economic Accotrnts
for Agriculture in the "Green Series".
D 1002
and current data; specification of printing
annual publication (to be completed in 19BO)
D 1003
ffi-mft Handbook on Economic Accounts for Agriculture will contl-nue
io be discussed during meetings of the Working Palty in I98l with a
view to secUring agreement on a common methodology, and then issulng a
revised version.
6" FINANCfI{G: Credits for studies
7. voLUME OF WORK: Consid.erabte both in terms of plannlng and of execution.
t
Il,
8. WORKING GROUP:
Yes.
9. DISSEMINATION:
CRONOS: PACO (access v'ia Euronet)
Publications l9B1:
ffiounts: Agriculture, !'orestry
5l A: "Sectoral- Income Indes"
Otlaerr
Computer printouts and magnetic tapes (on denand)
a
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UNIT RESPO-NSIBI€: Dl - AgriculturaL
rrrl,E - e{9.rsCr NUYBE4 r
accounts and structures
D 1oo4 - Prices - Agrleultural Products
D 1@5 - Prices - Indiees
D 1006 - Prices - Data Processing
D locr7 - Prl-ces * Methodology
I. INTRODUCTION:
and Means of Production
A9.i;uiEural- price Statistics have tvlo main roles. They are linked
directly to aEricultural policy and fom an essenttal link between
quantitative meBEqremenfs in this fleld and accounts and other
statistics expfessed in terms of value. After a long period of
preparatory work, the sQEC currently provides the foLlowing series:
- absolute sell-ing prices of crop products,
- ahsolute selllng prices of animal products,
- absoLute Xrurehase prices of ttre means of agricultural production'
- Ec index qf producer prices of agrLcultural products,
- EC indices of trrurchase prices of ttre means of agricultural
production,
The comprehensi.ve prrblication progralune not only includes regular
guarterly and yearly volumes of absolute prices and indices, but
also advances releases of updated infornation by means of Rapid
Information Notes.
S.OURCE:
RequesLs frorn DG VI, from other services of tJre Corrrission and from
other users.
ATM:
.-_To 
obtain lhe data necessary for the formulation of ttre Community
agricultural pol.igy and in particular to pubJ-ish series on the
developrnent of the absolute prices of products purchased and sold'
accompanieit by the determining characteristics for these prices in
order to show tlre degree of cornparability of the series. For the
indices, to have instrwnents for overall measurement of output and
input prices. These indices play an important role in the "Objective
Method" and hence in ttre statistical and poLitical considerations
which determine statutory prices.
DES9RIPTION:
loffection and destribution of data. For the indices, harmonization
of concepts and mettrods.
2.
A
5. WORKPLAN:
D 1004
nGfar collectipn of harmonized
quarterl.y and yearly publication
of cata].ogues pf the determlning
price data from Menber Statesi
of absolute price serles; preparation
characteristics (work in progress).
{
Dloos I '
negulat collection and calculation of harmonj.zed price indices;
quarterly and yearly pr:blication of Cornmunity indices. Rebasing of
index onto 1980 = IOO in 1984.
D 1006
FE$-ration of instructions for the computerised calculation of EC
agricultural price indices and storage in CRONOS (sEF 'tPAco") i
entry of historical and current data including those for Greece;
specification of printing prograrules for publications (work ln
progress) .
p 1007
intention is to develop better harmonized price statistics, and to
extend the coverage of the EC aqricultura.l- price indices. Methodoloqy
discussed and agreed in working groups. Improved harmonization
sought by close examination of national methods as recorded in
questionnaires (work in progress) .
6. f'fflAllCING: Credits for studies
7. VOIiJME OF WoRKi
Selling prices of agricultural products:
745 monthly ser.ies
Boo annual series
Purchase prices of the means of agricultural production:
32O monthly series
42o annual series
EC-Index of producer prices of agricultural products:
53O month}y series
Il2O annual series
EC-Indices of purchase prices of the means of agricultural production:
66o^ monthly series
lloO annual series
8. !|ORKING GROUP: Yes
9. DISSEMINATION:
CRONOS: PACO (access via Euronet)
Publications 1981:
ffiricultural Price statistics 1969-1980"
code 532/33 ',EC Agrieultural priee indices (output and input) "
Code 534 "Purchase prices of the means of aEricultural production"
Code 535 "Selllng prices of animal products"
Code 536 "Sellinq prices of crop products"
code 53 A Rapid information notes on the evolution of Ec agri-
cultural price indices (output and input) and fore-
casts.
Other: Computer printouts and maqnetic tapes (on demand).
a
I
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Pubf igatlronq,, l, 98 2/93 ;i'Catalpgues of charagteristica pf absoluf,e agricultural prices"
"Methodgloqy of tlre DC-Xndex of producer prices of agrlcultural
produets"
"Methgdology of the EC-rndices of tbe purchase prices of the
means of, agrlcultural productlon".
t
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;UNIT F9SPONSTBLE:TITLE: Surveys of
PROJECT NUIvIBER: D
Dl - Agricultural accounts and structures
the structure of agricultural holdings
1008 - 1012
1. INTR.ODUCTION:
nte 
""liection of data on the development of agriculture and agricul-tural hotdings within the Community involves a series of large-scale'
onerous surveys. The first was held Ln L966/7 and covered 1.2 million
holdings, while the second, in L97O/L was l-inked to tlte Wor1d Agricul-
tural census recommended by FAO. The ttrird survey, held in 1975 (see
below) was the first to be analysed using the Community farm typology.
The conduct and processing of all these surveys has led to certain
difficulties which the Statistical Office is making every effort to
avoid or solve. But ttre problems intrerent in large surveys have to be
faced 
- onerous preliminary work, high cost, an often quite consider-
able burden placed on a large nr.unber of respondents - and thought is
being given to ways and means of obtaining essential data at minimum
ccst and within given time limits. In part5.cular, a pLan has been for-
nulated providing for a regul-ar progranme of structural enquiries in
the I98Ors, which, in ttre interests of improved tinel-iness of results
and economy of effort, will use a nucleus of common questions and com-
parable analytical tables.
2. SOURCE:
Survey 1975 Council Directive 75/LO8/EC of 20 January 1975
Survey 1977 CounciL Regulation 3228/76 of 2L December 1976
Survey LgTglSO Council Regulation 2LB/78 of ld Decenber 1977
a2 AIM:
--To obtain, for the requirements of the common agricultural policy, data
on the development of individual structural features of agricultural
holdings with t}re passage of time.
DESCRIPTION:
1975 survey
Under Council Directive 75/108, Member States were required to supply
the SoEC, for a specific sample of agricultural holdings (about
650.000), with information for a list of certain characteristics set
out in the Directive. Ttre survey was carried out in 1975 and the data
for each individual holding were for:warded on tape to the SOEC who
drew up and carried out processing progranmes.
1977 survey
A llmited exercise is in train under which Member States provide 1977
results for a selection of key tables in principle chosen from those
prepared for L975. Individual chanqes since L975 for a linited nurnber
of holdings are being studied under separate contracts with ind'ividual
Member States (Optio L).
4.
t
II
t
I
1979l8O survey
Tfre Council, when adopting the 1975 Farm Structure Survey Dlrective'
endorsed as the third stage of ttre progranme of surveys there envisaged,
"a census of agricultural holdings as part of ttre world census of
agriculture recommended by the FAO, to be carried out between I May
L979 and 15 June 1980". Ttre progralmte for the FAo "1980" World Agri-
cultural Census involves a very comprehensive list of questions, but
this and the associated definitions are only recommendations and thus
not binding. For the EEC, a comnon list of characteristics to be
covered and of definitions, botl based largely on 1975, was prepared.
A common tabulation progranme, as Ln L97o/71, is being adopted.
1983 survey
survey prepared as in L979/8O but to include also an in-depth enquiry
into part-time farming. (This latter exercise is meeting objections
from Member States on account of the political and statistical sensi-
tivity of certain required information).
1985 survey
p.n.
5. WORKPLAN:
Q 1oO8, survey t97a years of action 1999 and !281Official publication of vofu:mes II - VI in six languages. Designing
and programming of supplementary analyses as required.
I 1OO9, survey 1977, yearaof action_l9BO and 1981
Receipt and processing of data : publication of results. Receipt and
evaluation of final Optic L studies.
D lolo, survqy 1979/80, ysrars of action 19Q9 and 1281
Preparation of controls and progrannres. Receipt and processing of re-
sults.
D lOlo, survey 1979,/80, years of action 1982 and 1983
Publicaiton of results.
D loll, survey 1983, vear of action 1981preparation of Councll Regulation after preliminary discussions in
working groups.
D 1012, suTfrev 1985i vear of action 1983
p.m.
6. FINN.ICING :
1975 Yes (by EAGGF)
1977 Yes
L979/Bo No
1983 Possible support for part-time farming enquiry
1985 Not yet known
f
L2
h.
7. VOLUME OF I{ORK:
L975 Sanple of about 55O.OOO holdings
Lg77 Tabulation programme (some eountrieg), individual holding
data (remaining countries)
lg83 Detalled in-depth enquiry by Menrber States 3-nto part-time
farrning. Corunon tabulation progranme.
I9B5 p.n.
B. WORKING GROUP! Yes
9. DISSET'{INATION:
CRONOS: no
Publication 1981:
Code 55 B "EC-Survey on the structure of agricultural holdinqs
L966/67 Eo L977"
Publleation 1982/83:
"EC-Survey on the structure of agricultural holdings
L979/80" .
Other: computer printouts (on demand)
c
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UNIT RESP.9NSIBLE:
TITLE: A databank
PROJECT NUMBER: D
2. SOURCE
Requests
access to
'| INTRODUCTION:
*i-Offi i.tends to create a databank to hold tl.e tabular results from
the Communtty FaIm Structure Surveys. Ttre structure of these tables is
unsuitable for storage on CRONOS which is designed to handle very large
nunlcer of relatively simple tables consisting of time series of data
collected at regular (annual, quarterly, rnnthly) intervals'
While developmenf|? this new databank will, of necessity, be an evolu-
tion process, ttre facilities which, it is hoped, would ultimately be
avallable to users are :
i) very rapid, direct and selectj-ve access (via terminals) by rnain
users of the data (e.g. EIJROSTAT, DG Vf , "')
ii) Access to partleular tabulations for other users (via listlngs
produced bY EUROSTAT)
Dl - Agrlcultural Accounts and Structures
for Community Fam Structure Surveys
IOI3
frorn D,G. VI for greater flexibiJ-ity of , and more rapid
Farm Structure SurveY results.
AIM
--To improve the service provided to major users of Fanm Structure
Survey data bY :
i) increasing the speed of access to particular tabulations;
ii) offering facilities for manl.pulation of stored data so that results
can be obtained in the lay-out desired';
iii) permitting rapld up-dating of the stored data'
substantial economies are likel-y to be obtained from the potential re-
duction in the nunber of volunes of results publlshed by classical
means.
DESCRIPTION
ffi*a1readysystems,which,ifconvertedtoICL,wou1dneet
the reguirements specifled above. (such a datatrank could not only
store farm structure survey tables but similar tabular data from other
rnaJor SOEC surveys) .
t
4.
q WORKPLAN
- 
i) E*amination of existing systems
view to establishing which would
needg i
(e.9. argos C in INSEE) witll a
be nost suitable to meet SoEc
1,
L4
tii) Setting up a study to assess the feasi"bil"ity of qonverting the '
system for operation on ICL, the likely cpsts invo.lved, tlre
manpolrer and other resoqrces needed - both for t&o transfer
and srrbsequent management of the systeni
ili) If ttre feasibility study at (ii.) rqlses no insuperable prcblems,
a further major exercise to conrrert the prggrano to x.CL;
iv) Provision of the necessary rnachine time, disc space and personnel
required for running the slrsten qnqe installed.
6. FINA}TCING:
Credits for studies at 5 (ii) and (iil). PrEdrsion for extra ne-
sources specified at 5 (iy).
7. VOLUME OF I$ORK:
-GlG;m'both in tcrns of ttre setting rrp, nai.ntenance and opera-
tion of tJle system.
8. tfoRKIlE GR9UP! ,
Yes.
e. nTg Furuer_To$:CIRONOS: No.
FffilSations 1981r None
t
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE: Dl - Agricultural accounts and structureg
@al labour force statistics
PROJECT NUMBER: D 1Ol4
l. rtilrRoDucrroN 
_L^L! _L, 
-A defunct working group on aqricultural labour forqe statistics (last
rneeting tO/67) introduced harmonized data for the "6". Singe then it
has not been possible tso align ttre data for u.re "3" witlt the "6". fhis
task now requires urgent attention. Prelininary steps were taken with
tJre reconvening of the working group in July 1979'
2. SOTJRCE:
--EIsure from DG VI and t'tenlcer states; in particularr to flmprove per
capita estlmates of agricultural income.
? ATM:
-Fo proauce harrnonized statistics for the
Iabour force and a measure of the labour
DESCRIPTION:
--G-J 3,-
WORKPLAN:
Pr"HJninary examination of
meetings of working grouP;
C, of ttre Possibilities of
agricultural wagies enquiry
force in agriculture.
Cornnunity of, the eqricultural
input.
existing data in Merdcer Statest further
exploration, i-n conjunction with pirectorate
usLng ttre labour force enqulfy and the
to obtain current statigtlqs on fhe labourJ
A
5.
6" FINANCINGT
Prob"ble need for studY credits.
VOLUME OF WORK:
consiffi initial investigations leading to
harmoni?ed definitions. Subsequent dLscussions
implementation of agreed procedures.
WORKING TFR9UP:
Yes
forslulatign of Possible
with Menber States and
9. DISSEMINATION:
cRgNOS: No
Publicatons 198I: None
o
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DIYISION D 2
AgrlcuJ-tural balance sheets and products
t
Hans Geotrg BACGENDORFF
I
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE z D2 - Agrlcultural balance sheets and productsTITLE_: Current Cornmunity statistics on land use - Harmonization of
statistics on land use (agricul-tural and non-agrieul'tural)
PROJECT NUMBER: D2OO1, D2Co2
I. INTRODUCTION:
EUROSTAT has been conpiling and publishing Land use statlstics for
many years. fhese statistics vrere restricted principally' however' to
the collection of annual data on agricultural land usei the data on
area broken down by ttre nost inportant types of crops 4re used
primarily in the calculation of ttre quantities produced. They can also
be used in tf,re early detection of trends, the tinely taklng of
necessary poliqf decisions and nonitoring the success of agricultural
poliry measures.
Consequently, EUROSTATTs efforts to hamonize and inprove Community
land use statistics concentrated in the past on agricultural land use(ALU). In view of ttre considerable importance of tlris type of land
use, special reference will be made to it wherever this see4s
necessary in the remainder of this proJect.
In the past few years, however, there has been an Lncreasing demand
for better information on non-agricultural land use, particularly for
the purposes of town and country planning and environnental protec-
tion. For this reason, surveys on non-agricultural Land qse are
planned or already carried out in some Merulcer States. rlhere are
considerable dl-fferences between ttre concepts, definttions and survey
rnethods used in the Member states. Hannonl-zation is therefore a matter
of great urgency, as is also shown by studies on this subject
commissioned by EUROSTAT.
27 SOURCE:
Land use statistics are compiled on ttre basis of surveys carried out
by the appropriate authorities in the Member States. There is no
Community J.egal basis f,or tlrese statistlcs.
ALU: The l-and use statistics compiled by EUROSTAT to date have largely
corresponded to DG VIts requirements as regards both form,and
content.
3. AIM:
-Ttre lonq-term aim of this project is to obtain at the Cornnunity level
harmonized and comparable statLstl-cs on ttre whole subject of land use.
Ttre aim of harnpnization is pursued through voluntary cooperation of
the appropriate authorities in the "Vegetable Products Statlsttcs"
Working Group (Land Use Statistics). It is proposed that general land
use statistics be collected in two stages:(i) using existlng sources (accepting possible omissions' duplication
or lack of complete comparability)(ii) using statistics specifically compiled for this purpose within
the framework of a harmonized system over, sdfr ttre next five
years.
;
Di,' ,i
: 'if
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ALU: priority will be given to statistics on agricultural and forestry
land use (including horticulture and viticulture), as these are
essential for the shaping of Cormtunity aqricultural policy. fhe
I{orking croup will be asked to draw up a Cormunity classification
of agricultural and forest land, which, if necessary' can be used
for the purposes of a future general land use survey-
4. DESCRIPTION:
Ttre Working Group will be asked to draw up guidelines on the organi-
zation, conduct and evaluation of land use surveys, together wi,th a
standardized Corununity classification and relevant definitions.
The aim of this work will be to ensure that
- any national general land use surveys carried out in t|e Member
States do not lead to results which are not comparable at
Community level;
- annual Conmunity statistics can be compiled on aEricultural land
use on the basis of comparable data.
The composition of the Working Group shoutd be such that all the maj-n
us€rs and suppliers of land use statistics will be represented.
ALU: FUROSTATTs statistics on agricultural and forestry land uses are
compiled on the basis of national data (survey results or
estimates). An important part is also played by the results of
the farm structure surveys. The data comptled are stored in the
CRoNoS data bank and published four times a year.
5. !{ORKPI,AN:
An inventory of existing statistics, concepts, definitions and methods
used in the Member States has already been drawn up with the help of
studies.
It is intended to organize a meeting of the relevant Working Group in
I9Bl, one of the aims of this meeting being to draw up a classifi-
cation for the whole subject of land use.
Further work planned for 1982 and subsequent years depends on the
results of the Working Grouprs discussions and the progress achieved.
ALU: Harrnonization of the national d.ata must be continued in stages on
the basis of Community concepts and in accordance with the
structure surveys and the existing systems of market regulation.
6. FINANCING:
AT this stage no Community financing is expected to be necessary,
except possibly for studies.
a
?
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7. VOLUME OF WQRK:
nlefi i" n"t a great deal of additional work entailed in the exploita-
tion by EUROSTAT of existing sources to obtain figures' albeit non-
harmonized, on major categories of land use for both non-agricultural
and agricultural purposes. However, bringing national systems closer
together and finding colnmon solutions will call for a considerable
effort by EUROSTAT and the national departrnents, particularly in co-
ordinating the needs of the various users and meeting the demand for
statistics on non-aqricultural land use.
WORKING GROUP:
Yes.
PJSEEMINATIoNt
CRONOS : File sub-set ZPA1
Publications : Code 522 ; "Crop production" (quarterly)
Code 511 : "Yearbook of aqricultural statistics"
Docrxlents for restricted circulation:
Code 528 :Press releases - Corrunents on the latest
Corununity results
Extracts from the data bank can be supplled on magnetic tape
on request.
o
Other :
t,
:
j
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE z D2 - Ag'ricultural balance sheets and products
TITLE: current statistics of crop production
PRO.IECT NUMBER: D2OO3
l. ITEfRODUCTIOI,I :
A"nual information on l-and under cultivation and harvest returnsi
rEmagement of supply balance sheets for the most Luportant products'
including fruit and vegetables. The figures for Greece have been
included as from Autunn 1980,
2, s9!rRcE:
SOEC and DG VI.
3. eIMt
Data needed for the management of agricultural markets and foroulation
of the conmon Agricultural Policy.
4. DESCRTPTION:
Recording of national data (estirnates or results of surveys).
5. !{OFJ€I"AN:
Gradual harmonization of national data. Working Party on CroP Products
Statistics. Pentranent updating of docunentation (handbook) for users.
6. FTNANCING:
Study credits may be required.
7. VOLUME OF VORK:
Processing and evaluation of ttre national data to obtain about I OOO
annual items of data per Meriber State to be stored in the CRONOS data
bank.
8. I{ORKING GROUP:
Crop Products Statistics ad hoc sub-group.
9. DISSEMINATION:
CRONOS: file sub-set ZPA I
Pnblications in 198I: rCrop productiont (quarterly): code 5-2-2tAgricultural statistics yearbookf : code 5-1-
Other: Docunents for restricted circulation
Rapid information notes : code 5-2-8, comnents on the
latest Corununity results available
Magnetic tape : extracts from the data bank may be ob-
tained on reguest.
o
t
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE: D2 -
@ction
PROJECT NUMBER: D2OO4
FINANCING:
_.---:--StudY credl-cs rn
VOLUME OF WORK
The forecasts are
or three times a
WORKING GROUP:
No
9. DISSEMINATION:
CRONOS: No
Publications in 1981: No
Other:
D,ocrxnents for internal circul-ation
Magnetic taPe : no.
Agricultural balance sheets and products
forecasts and meteorological data
INTRODUCTION:
- errtv=t" 
"t available data on land under cultivation' 
harvest returns
and meteorological conditions to obtain up-to-date information on the
main crops and possibly short-term production forecasts.
SOURCE:
SOEC and DG VI.
.AIM:
patu needed for t.l.e managlement of the agricultural markets and
formulation of the common Agricultural Policy. Development of an
agricultural rwarnlng systemt in a year wit?r exceptional \ileather
conditions for a particular product.
4.
q
DBSCRIPTION:
R".".di"g of press articles supplied by
tical Offj,ces or private organizations)
periodic digests.
WORKPLAN:
- Onroing work bY the SOEC,
independent exPerts' with
a) collecting national
supplenented at present by the work of
a vievt to:
meteorologlcal data (foIr 12O recording
stations) i
b) supplying Community yield forecasts for certain crops on the
basis of the meteoroloqical data (six products) '
the national bodies (Statis-
with a vew to drawing uP
l
7"
1981.
prepared periodically at the request of DG vI'
year depending on market conditions'
f
z 2-3 internal notes
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tUNIT RESPONSIBLE2 D2 - Agricultural balance sheets and products
TfTLE: Statistics of animal products
PROTIECT NIJMBER:
D2@5 Current statistics
D2OO5 Surveys on cattle and pig nrrrnbers
D2r;lu:1 Surveys on sheep and goat nuujbers
D2OOB Structure of hatcheries
I. INTRODUCTIONT
For certain agricultural products, ttre Commission has to monitor
production and trade on a monthly (or even weekly) basis. It also has
to have information at regular intervals (which vary depending on the
product) on ttre structure of the basic factors of this production,
such as livestock numbers, distribution of livestock farms, etc.
In order to ensure the comparability of ttre data, the reliability of
the results and their regular transmission, it was considered
advisable to 1ay down the variables to be recorded and the definitions
to be used by means of Council directives and regulations, points of
detail being laid down by Conunission decisions following consultation
of the Standing Corrnittee for Agrieultural Statistics.
D2@5: These statistics comprise (a) the monthly data required by tire
Commission under the regulations on tbe conunon organization of the
markets in the pigmeat, beef and veal, and rnilk and milk products
sectors, and (b) certain other general d.ata on the productlon of
secondary sectors (poultrymeat, horsemeat) with a view in particular
to the compilatlon of supply balance sheets, which can be used to
calculate the degree of self-sufficiency and per capita consumption
for the main products. The data referred to und.er (a) are covered by
specific Community legislation (cf. $2 below), the others being
dependent on the voluntary cooperation of the Mernber States.
D2OO6: Apart from tJle monthly data referred to under (a) above, the
Corrnission coll-ects :
- twice a year, results of surveys on cattle numbers, broken down
by category, and on forecasts of gro$s indigenous production ol:
beef and veal;
- three times a year, similar data for the pig sector;
- every two years, data on cattle and pig farmers according to the
size of their herd.
The Commission is also obliqed to submit every three years a report on
the experience gained from these surveys (the last report on the
cattle sector was produced in 1979 and that on the pig sector in f978)
and to propose amendments which it considers advisable. As regards the
cattle surveys, a draft directive to this effect was submitted to the
Council in November 1980.
I
e
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D2OQ7z As t]re Council adopted in 1980 the regulations on the conmon
;Giz.tion of tlre markets in the sheepmeat and goatmeat sector, al-l
the Menber states stated their agreement to the necessary statistics
being prescribed by means of a council directive similar to those
already in force for the cattle and pig sectors. A draft directive was
submitted at the end of 1980 for the opinion of the working Party on
Animat Products statistics. A proposal for a directive, taking due
accourit of the opinions expressed, will be sr:bmitted to the Council in
the course of 1981. This directive lays down that the Member states
will carry out an annual survey on nrunbers, Compile monthly statistics
on sl-aughterings and submit forecasts of gross indigenous production
of sheepmeat. A distinction will be made between the Mernber states
which have a sizeable sheep and goat popuJ-ation and the ottrer Member
statesf which will be required to supply only a minimr:m amount of
information.
!39g9, Monthly data on the production of and trade in eggs for
frET[finE and framyard poultry chicks and monthly data on the structure
of hatcheries are collected each monttr. The statistics are compiled
sepafately for fowls, ducks, qeese, turkeys and gruinea fowls' and
prlvide data wtrich are essential for the smooth operation of tlte
"or*on 
organization of the markets in ttre poultrymeat sector intro-
duced in 1975.
(rnitk and milk products): Council Directive 72/28o/EEc
council Directives 73/L32/EEC, 78/53/EEC (cattle),
Council Directive in PreParation(eggs) : Council Regulation (EEc) No 2782/75'
AIM:
=G coflect comparable data required for tlee smoottr operation of the
organization of the various markets in the animal products sector' to-
getherwlththedatarequiredformonitoringtheanimalproducts
supply situation.
DESCRII{TION:
-Dtiidf- Collection, processing and dissemination of harmonized
ronthly data on the production of animal products'
D2@6 I Col_leciion, processing and dissemination of harmonized data
onsheepandgoatnumbersandforecastsofgrossindigenous
production and the structure of livestock farms'
n2oo7z collection, processing and dissemination of harmonized data+- on sheep and goat nunbers and forecasts of gross indigenous
production.
D2OO8: COtlection, processing and dissemination of harmonized data
on the structure of hatcheries'
SOURCE:
2c'05 :
6zds and 2006 :
76/63o/EEc (pigs)
D2OO5 and 2OO7 :
D2oO5 and 2oo8 :
4"
l.
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5. WORKPIAN:
D2oo4, D2OO5 and D2OO7 : ongoing work involvinq routine adrninistration,
improvement of methods (of sampling,
estirnation and forecasting), har.monization of
concepts and dissenination of results.
D2OO6 : finalization of a proposal for a Council Directive on tlre
collection of har:nonized data.
6. FINANCING:
D2OO4, D2OO5 and D2OO7 : financial contfibution for three years for
Greece.
q2OO6 : yes.
7. VOLUTIIE OF WORK:
Considerable vol-uue of data collection for the Member States; SOEC:
processing and evaluation of national data, studies on the courBarability
of results and harmonization of methods and concepts.
8. IfORKING GROUP:
Anfunal Products Statistics.
9. DISSEMINATION:
t
cRoNos : practically all tJle data corle.cted are in file srrb-set zpA 1(approximately 1 8OO series).
Publications in 1981:
@ont (quarterly) : code 521fAgricultural statistics yearbookr : code 511
Docurnents for restricted circulation:
ng on the availability of survey
results): Code 52 A, 52 B, 52 C and 52 Di
- nonthly statistics of meat;
- monthly statistics of milk;
- monthly statistics of eggs.
t
t
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ttNIT RESPONSIBLE: D2 - Agricultural balance sheets and productsfficesheet
PnO.ffCt NUMBER: D2OO9
l. INTRODUCTION:
- rnotr@or
is imPortant
the volune, compositLon and development of anipal- feeds
for the mErnagement of the market.
This balance sheet provides an overall view of the information
available on these products and enables a llnk to be established
between anirnal and crop production.
2 . 9ql8qe'
SOEC and DG VI (Agriculture).
3 " 4:r"t,
To draw up a balance sheet of resources and, if possS-bLe, USes of
animal feedingstuffs with a view to better analysts of the market'
DESCRIPTION:
--C"11..8i"", processing and dissemination of national data, proqrressively
harmonized and converted into comnon units'
WORKPLAN:
-o"s"i"s work involving centralized processing, harmonlzation and
checking of data, compilation of balances sheets and dissenination of
results. owing to the shortage of staff, there are no plans at present
to extend the balance sheets (which are currently limJ'ted to the
"Resources" side) to ttre "uses" side.
4.
+
6.
tJ.
o
FTNANCING: NO
VOLUME OF WORK:
Considerable ongoing work for
version, estimatlon of data)
on comparabilitY with current
conversion into common units)
WORKING GROUP:
Supply Bal-ance Sheets.
DISSE}4INATION:
CRONOS: it is Planned to include
bottr the Meurber States (collegtion' con-
and EUROSTAT (probabitity checks, checks
.statistLcs 
and other balance sheets,
the main results in file sub-set
- Resources" (planned for l-983) .
z;PA
PubUgeliegt
1.
"Feed balance sheet
t
zo
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE2 D2 - Agricultural balance sheets and products
TITLE: Balance sheets handbook
PRO.IECT NUMBER: D2OIO
1. INTRODUCTION:
For many years EUROSTAT has been drawing up supply balance sheets for
a large nuniber of agricultural products of both vegetable and animal
origin. These balance sheets bring together a wide variety of data
available on production, trade, stocks and consrluption of these pro-
ducts and make it possible to monitor the degree of self-sufficlency
in the Member States and the Community as a whole.
llith a view to harmonizinq the concepts and methods first of all, it
was decided to draw up a handbook divided into three parts. The first
part will deal with general points, namely the background and the airn
of the balance sheets and the general definition of the various items
lncluded in them. The second part will comprl-se detailed sheets (one
per balance sheet) giving a precise definition of the content of each
of the items. Finally, the third part will contain specific remarks
regarding any discrepancies between ttre data suppl.ied by the Member
States and the definitions set out in the second part.
2. SOTJRCE:
SOEC, DG VI (Agriculture) and Member States.
3. AIMt I
To provide a reference handbook for both the departments responsible
for drawing up the balance sheets and users, with a view to better
harmonization and to better understand the meaning of these statistics.
4. DESCRIPTION:
Preparation of the three parts of the handbook described in $1, the
first part having been approved provisionally during 1980.
i
q
6-
7.
WORKPI,AN:
Tfre preparation of the first version
work, and permanent updating will be
FINANCING:
No.
voLpME or woRK
involves a considerable amount of
required subseguently.
in the preparation of
R
Consl-derable volume of conceptual work involved
more than 15O sheets in seven lanquages.
WORKING GROUP:
Supply Balance Sheets.
9. DISSEMTNATION:
Publication of the handbook and regular updating planned.
C
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE: D2 - Agricultural balance sheets and products
@ne statistics
PROJECT NUMBER: D2Oll
1. INTRODUCTION:
E".ty y".r from 1963 onwards a forward estimate has been drawn up
before 10 December Ln order to determine the Corununityrs resources and
estimate its needs, incLuding foreseeable imports from and exports to
third corurtries.
2. SQURCE:
Council Regulation No 24, as most recently amended by Council
Regulation (EEC) No 337/79 of 5 February 1979 on tlte cornmon organi-
zation of the market in wine.
3. AIM:
--Ftre compilation of these estimates and the introduction of a sytem of
harvest and stock declarations are intended to enable the Comnission
to obtain the statistical information essential for a knowledge of the
market.
4. DESCRIPTION:
Every year the Connission pqlclishes in the Official Journal of the
European Communities a forward estimate for the next wine-growing
year, a provisional balance sheet for the current year and a final
balance sheet for ttre preceding year.
5" WORKPI,AN:
This system has been in operation for a number of years as part of the
work of the Management Committee for Wine.
5, FINANCING:
Credits may be needed for studies.
7" VOLUME OF WORK:
checking of national balance sheets and preparation of the connunity
estimates.
B" WORKTNG GROUP:
Yes.
9. DISSEMINATION:
CRONOS : File sub-set ZPAI-
Publications in 1981: "Crop production": Code 5'2-2
"Agricultural Statistics Yearbook": Code 5-l-
t
Documents for restricted circulation: Rapid infomation note (annual) '
z6
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U4IT RESPONSIBLE z D2 - Aqricultural balance sheets and products
irrr,e: statistical surveys of areas under vines
PiOiIEen NUMBER: D2OL2
t.
2.
3.
4.
INTRODUCTION:
In order to obviate
up and sulcsequently
sence; EUROSTAT and
surveys to replace
SOURCE:
Corurcil Regulation
Regulation (EEC) No
the ever-increasing difficulties involved in setting
updating a viticultural land register in the strict
DG VI have together devised a system of statistical
such a register.
(EEC) No 357/79 of 5 F'ebruary 1979' as amended by
L992/8O of 22 July 1980.
AIM:
'1'tre aim of the system of statistical surveys is to enable the Commission
to obtain accurate and up-to-date information on the production
potential of the areas under vl-nes in the Conurunity and on medir:n-
term in production and supply.
DESCRIPTION:
-nr" sy"t"r is divided into benchmark surveys, covering ttle total areas
under vines and carried out every lO years, and intermediate surveys of
mOre limited scope, covering the areas under wine-grape varieties and
carried out between basic sur:\reys. Boti thesp types of surveys may be
conducted exhaustively or by random sanpling.
.1'he area under vines in the Conmunity is subdivided into approximately )
135 wine-growing regions. Wittrin each region detailed data are collected
on age groups and the main varieties of vines. In addition to the data
recorded during the surveys, the Mernlcer States concerned (France, Italy'
ttre Federal Repr:blic of Germany and the Grand Duchy of Lu<ernbourg) supply
information for each wine-growing year on total production, broken
down into yiel-d classes inLo which each wine-growing region is sulcdivided.
In addition, every five years the Member St-ates draw up forecasts of trends
Over the next few r^rine-growing years in average yields per hectare'
taking agronomic and economic devel-otrxnents into account.
A11 the data are supplied to EUROSTAT in a machine-readable fot:n, except
in the case of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg which does not process the
suryey results electronically.
To this end, the codes and standard rules for t]1e transcription of
these data onto magnetic tape have been devised in accordance with the
procedure laid down by the Standing Committee for Agricultural
Statistics.
The results will be published in the form of a schedule of tables,
devised in accordance with the same procedure
e
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5. woR{PrAN:
Ttre first benchmark survey was carried out before I April l98o in the
FRofGermany'FranceandtheGDofLr:xembourg.Italywillcarrlrout
tha first benchmark survey in lggt and Greece in 1992. In 1981 it is
planned to continue functional analysis with a view to electronic pro-
cessing of data and to complete the preparatory work for the intermediate
surveys, ttre first of which will be carrLed out in 1981' There are plans
tp hold a meeting of the Working Party on Crop Products Statistics -
Viticultural Sr:rveys. Ttre fj-rst results of the 1979 benchmark surveys
wlll be forwarded to EUROSTAT towards the end of Spring 198i-'
6.
7.
FINANCING:
-C- expenditure of the first suveys is covered
contribution (approximately 3 5OO OOO EUA, not
Greece) .
VOLUME OF WORK:
by a lumP-sum CommunitY
including financing for
--T#ffik suryeys in particular may involve a fairly
volume of work, especially fot the national departments
will also be a considerabl-e anount of work for EIIRoSTAT'
planned electronic processJ-ng may tryz expected to reduce
to analYse the results.
8. WONKING GROUP:
Yes.
DISSEMINATION:
substantial
concerned. There
even though the
ttre time taken
t' q
CRONOS: FiIe sulc-set ZRGI (mal-n resul-ts)
- 
Bank of tables accessible via EURONET
* Publication: "surveys of areas Under vines" (IO-yearty, pl"anned
for 1984).
- Docrments for restricted clrculation:
-possiSilityofrapidinformationnotesontheresults
available
-possibilityofpr:blicationofallttredatareceivedinthe
form of a comPuter Print-out
-rapidinformationnote(annual)j.nt}reresultsoftlteinter-
mediatesurveysofareasundervines(plannedfor1983).
*MagnetictapesfonlrardedbytheMernberStatesconcerned.
I
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UNIT |.ESPONSIBLE: DG VI and
D2 - AgrLcultural balance sheets and products (as
regards the statistical aspects of the register).
TTTLE: Register of olive cultivation
PROJECT NUMBER: D2O13
I. INTRODUCTION:
the setting-up of a register of olive cultivation in the two main pro-
ducer countrj-es (France and Italy) has been planned for a nr:rnber ofyears.
2. SOURCE:
Council_ Regulation (EEC) No IS4/75 of 2L January 1925.
3. AIM:
Ttle register is intended primarily to provide for better functioning
of the conmunity system of production aid for orive oil.
DESCRtrPTION:
An exarnination of ttre various methods available for collecting data onthe number of olive trees has shown that counting by means of aerialphotography in the olive-growing areas is the most reliable wav of
obtaining these data.
WORKPI,AN: I
rt is pranned to use some of the info:enation provid,ed. in the returns
which olive-grosrers are obriged to submlt when appl_ying for cormunityproduction aid, and to collect any other neqessary infonnation on the
spoc.
4.
5.
t,
6.
7.
8.
9.
FII,IANCfNG:
The funds for this project will be obtainedproduction aid during certain olive-growing
VOLUME OF WORK
At the present stage of preparation of ttrepossible to assess the repercussions of the
statistical work.
WORKING GROUP:
Yes.
DISSEI.IINATlON:
a) CRONOS: No
b) Publication: Nc>
c) Magnetic tape, microfiche, etc.: No.
frorn deductions from olive-
seasorls.
register, it has not beenproject on the volurne of
Y
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UNJT RESPONSIBLET D2 - Agricultural balance sheets and products
3ITr,E: statistical sunreys of orchards
PROJECT NUMBER: D2OL4
1, IMTROPUCTION:
T?re surveys of fruit tree plantations carried out by only one or two
Member States did not provide an accurate, uniform and synchronized
picture of the production and supply of fruit on the Community market.
2. SOURCE:
council Directlve No 76/625/EEC of 20 JuIy L976, subsequently amended
by Council Directive No 77/L59/EEC of 14 February 1977.
3. AIM:
Carrying out synchronized surveys in al1 Member States should make lt
posslble for the Cornnlssion to obtain accurate information on the pro-
duction potentiat of plantations of certain species of fruit trees
within the Ccrurunity and thus to produce medium-term forecasts of pro-
duction and supply on Comnunity markets.
C. DESCRIPTION:
Ev"ry five years, in the spring, the Menber States carry out surveys
on the existing orchards to be used for ttre production of dessert
apples and pears, peaches and oranges. These surveys may be exhaustive
or based on random sampling.
Data are collected on the fruit variety and the age and density of
plantation of the trees. In addition, ttre results of the five-yearly
surveys are supplemented by annual estimates of clearing and new
plantings of fruit trees. All tJ:e information thus obtained can be
used in forecasting models to cal-culate medium-term trends Ln produc-
tion potential.
5. woBFPr4N:
Overall, the project has now reached rcruising speedr. The aim of the
work now in progress is to make amendments to the basic directive in
order to simplify the next survey, planned for 1982. The working party
will meet in March 1981.
6. IIUllisIIer
The Conmi.ssion, which contributed to the e>(penditure incurred for the
1.972 and L977 surveys, has not made any provision for a Communlty
contributLon of the 1982 survey, except in the case of Greece.
t
JZ
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7. VOLUME OF WORK:
The five-yearly survey represents a considerable voh.me of work for the
national departments concerned. This is why certain provisions of the
d.irectj-ve have to be simplified. At Corununity levet, there have been
sone difficulties in the computer processing of the results, but it
is hoped that in future it will be possible to process the results more
quickly.
8. WORKING GROUP:
yes.
9, DISSEMINATION:
- CRONOS: File sub-set ZPA1
- 
Publlcation : rConmunity survey of orchardst (five-yearly, planned
for t983/L984)
- Documents for restrj-cted circulation: rapid information note -rForecasts of trends in the production potential of and, the area
under fruit trees in the Comnunityt (possibly annual)
- Magnetic tapes forwarded by the Menber States.
t
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UNIT RESPONSIBITE: D2 - AgrLcultural balance sheets and products
@t statistics
PROJECT NUI',IBER: D2O15
1. ITTTRODUCTIQN:
annrrjffformation on areas cultivated and production; administration
of supply balance sheets for the main oleaginous products.
2. SOURCE:
EUROSTAT ANd DG VI.
3. AIM:
To obtain the data required for management of the market and fomu-
lation of the Corrnon Agricultural- Poliry.
4. pESCRTPTT9N:
The sysiem is based on the harmonization of national data (estlmates
and survey results).
5. WORKPl,Alr:
Gradual harmonizatl-on of national data on the basis of the criteria
laid down by the Working Party on Supply Balance Sheets.
6. FINANCING:
Credits may be required for studies.
I z. voLUME oF won{:proceslinS ana harmonization of national data and storage in the
CRONOS data bank.
8. WORKTNG GROUS:
Yes.
9. DTSSEMINATTON:
- CRONOS : File sub-set ZPAI
- 
Publ-icatons:
5-2*2 r tCroP Productionl
5-f-l : fAqricultural statistics yearbookf
{
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE. D2 - Agricultural balance sheets and products
iiiigr Restructuring of the agricultural survey system in Italy
PROJECT NUMBER: D2O16
INTRODUCTION:
The improvement of the agricultural suryey system in Italy wiII help to
eliminate many of the difficulties encountered by tJ:e Italian statistical
departments in meeting Corrmunity requirements. The new systen will
be of
particular benefit to farm structure statistics, but it will aLso
affect the specific surveys currently being conducted in the fields of
animal and crop products statistics.
SOURCE:
SOEC and DG VI -
AII"I:
Ttre setting-up, at regional or eyen lower level, of a permanent body of
specially trained interviewers will considerably increase the reliability
of the results and reduce the risk that some of the data provided J-n
response to the Connnunityrs reguirements are the result of expertsl
estimates rather than of the collection of actual data. Ttre development
of such a system of annual sarnple surveys conducted at farm level by
multi-purpose field survey teams will ensure better integration into
the European agrieulturat statistics system. The new system will be
useful for the formul-ation of an agricultural strgcture policy with
particular reference to the Mediterranean area.
DESCRIPTION:
The system is based on the creation or consolidation of a regional
technical and adrninistrative infrastructure which can implement a
coherent programme of statistical sampJ-e surveys of farms carried out
by survey agents selected and specially trained for this purpose.
5. WORKPLAN:
Ttre new system will come into operation in 1981 and will get under way
as quickly as possible in accordance with the follovring timetable:
1982: some sample surveys will be carried out in two or three
regions. fhese will- provide an opportunity for testing the
execution of the surveys by the technical staff employed by the
rAssessorati delltaqri-coltura e delle forestet and trained for
this purpose.
1983: New questionnaj-res and sample survey methods will be tested
in two or three regions, and it will be possible to draw up a
series of alternatives on the basis of the results of the survey
on the structure of aqricultural holdinqs.
i4.
dt
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c) I9B4: Extension of the experinental surveys to the other regions.
it) 1985: First experimental appllcation at national level of the new
survey system with the new organization.
e) 1986-1987: ApplicatLon of the new system throughout Italy (1986).
In particul-ar, any necessary methodological improvements can be
flnaLized with the Coiunission during L987.
7. FINANCING:
As ftas been done specially for ltal-y in the forestry sector and in the
field of extension serviees, the legal basLs for the implementation of
thp systesr could be a Council decision provlding for the followinq
Conmunlty financial contribution:
1982 yes : O.5 million EUA 1985 yes : 6.5 nilllon EUA
L983 yes : 1.O nillion EUA 1986 yes t 7 -5 nillion EUA
1984 yes : I.5 million EUA 1987 yes : 3-o milllon EUA
7. VOLUME OF WORK:
ftre nece$sary coordination should be provided by the SOEC for a linited
number of years, while at national level there will be an increasing
volume of work fron I98l- onwards.
8. WORKING GROUP:
ffiil"fieedngs of the Standing Comrnittee for Agricultural Statistics
are planned throughout the period .;overed by the project.
9. DISSEMINATXOI{:
---Tt-cRoffi : No
b) Publicatons: No
c) l.lagnetic tape, microfiche, etc- : No
I
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UNIT RESPoNSIBLE ? D2 - Agricultural balance sheets and products
TITLE: Community forestry statistics
PRO'TECI NUIVIBER; D2OL7
I. INTRODUCTION:
- C"*",*ity forestry statistics have been compiled and published by
EUROSTAT since 1963. They are required not only by DG VI as an aid to
certain agricultural policy decisi-ons and for co-ordinating the Member
Statesr forestry policy but also by ottrer departments, institutions
and persons concerned with forestry, raw materials supplyr environ-
mental protection, town and country planning, etc.
2. SOURCE:
The Community forestry statistics are compiled on the basis of
statistical data supplied to EUROSTAT by the relevant departments;
there is no Corununity legal basis for these statistics. Ttreir form and
content are laid down in close co-operation with DG VI and the
tForestry Statisticsr Working Group of the Agricultural Statistics
Corrnittee. Most of the data supplted by the Member States are taken
from national surveys carried out on the basis of national legislation.
3. AIM:
The aim of the Community forestry statistics is to produce comparable
data at Community level. To this end, the Community definitions drawn
up by the rForestry Statisticsr Working Group - i4 close co-operation
with the fJoint FAo/EcE Working Party on Forest Economics and
Statisticsr in Geneva - are of great importance.
4. DESCRIPTION:
--EUROSTA"ts annual publications contain data on the following:
- Structure of forests
- Removals
- Supply balance sheets for rawwood
- Intra-Community trade in rawwood
- 
Supply balance sheets for the major wood products
- 
Pulpwood consumption by J-ndustrial- products
- Forest fires.
5. WORKPI,AN:
fUnOSteTrs efforts are dlrected towards harmonizing and constantly
improving its forestry statistics. New projects are to be started only
if they seem very urgent or if they can make EUROSTATTs forestry
statistj-cs publications more interesting for the general and. involve
no significant extra workload for the relevant national departnents
and EUROSTAT.
A meeting of the rForestry Statisticsr Working Group is planned for
1981, the main item on the agenda being a discussion on problems
arising in connection with the transfer of forestry statistics to the
CRONOS data bank.
a
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6. rrNANfr\G;
Comnunity financing is not necessalY.
7. voLuME OF. I{ORK:
ffi;a against the considerable i.nportance of Connrunity forestry
statisticq, tie volume of work involved for bottr the national dePart-
ments and EUROSTAT seems snall.
8. wo4K.rNG GROUS:
YCF.
9. DISSNMINAIIION:
-@Iffi.ation ' code 551 : one a year in the volr:me rrorestry
statistics I
CRONOS : in preParation
Other: on request.
t
I
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE z D2 - Agricultural balance sheets and products
TfTLET A Community system of fishery statistics
Pf,OJEgf NUMBER: D2O18
1. INTRODUCTION:
;;pit. 
"f the delay in the development of the Cornnon 
Fisheries Policy
EUROSTAT has made good progress in the establishing of a data base of
harmonised fishery statistics for tJ.e Community. This data base is already
proving to be of high value to the Conmunity services and will be further
developed in parallel with, and taking account of, developments in the
establishment of the CFP.
2. SOURCE:
ttre fisnery statistics required for the manaqement of the Community
fishery resources are being based, as far as possible, on existing data
collected by the appropriate authorities in the Member States to fulfill
natj-onal requirements and those of other supra-national organisations.
These statistics are needed for various objectives. The rnajor ones are
as follows:
- Managenent of the biological resources. It is essential that datapermitting reliable assessments of the state of fish stocks in the
sea should be available so that regul-atory measures may be applied
to ensure a continued and improved management of the biological re-
source. It should be noted that few, if anyr, fish stocks are within
the framwork of multi-national agreements.
- lvlarket management. Data are required to ensure the stability of the
market for fishery products.
- Restructuring of t}re fishing industry. It is apparent that with the
worldwide development of extended economic zones in general and the
development of a Corunon Fisheries Policy in particular, restructuring
of the fishing industry, both at sea and ashore, will be necessary.
AIM:
-Ttre aim of this 
project j-s to progress towards harmonised and comparable
statistics at Community leve1 based, as far as possible, on the existingt
national systems of fishery statistics as established to meet ttre current
national and supra-national requirements. This development will take place
within the Working Group rFi-shery Statisticst of the Agricultural Statistics
Committee and should benefit from collaboration with other supra-national
organisations through EUROSTATTs mernbership of the Coordinatinq Working
Party of Atlantic Fishery statistics.
DESCRIPTION:
--Proposals for the establishment of a system of fishery statistlcs required
to adninister Cormunity fishery pollcies will be subrnitted for advice and
approval to the Working Group tFishery Statisticsr of the Agrlcultural
Statistics Committee. The subJects to be covered by these proposals
)
4.
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will include:
- Ijniform corununity concepts and definitions to be used
sector by the Member States
- The development of the existing system of statistics
marketing of fisherY Products.
- The development and extension of the current work on
establishment of a statistical register of Community
vessels.
in Lhis
on the
the
fishing
q WORKPLAN:
The w"rk will be conducted
order that the statistical
cormon Fishery PolicY and
in close collaboration with the DG XIV in
system may develop in parallel with bhe
meet the needs of DG xlv as far as possible'
Due to the important international aspecLs of fisheries EIIROSTAT will
maintaj-n close contact with other interested supra-national organis-
ations '
The programme for the extraction of data from the statistical register
of f.ishing yessels has to be written and discussions wittr the l'lember
states will be necessary to reach agreement on the up-dating of the
reqister.
particular attention will be paid to the harmonj-sation of the Gfeek
system of fishery statistics with that of the Community. Work will
continue to incorporate fisheries data for Spain and Portugal ir1 the
- 
CornmunitY data base.f
FINANCING:* Ttti"E likely to be on
preParatorY studies are
Commission budget (Art.
VOLUME OF WORK:
With the concentration of effort in the development of Community
fishery statistics on the existing national systems and EUROSTATTs
close collaboration witJl other supra-national organisations it ip
hoped that additional- work for the Menber States may be minimal-' 'fhe
success of this effort wil-l not, hovrever, be apparent until the
details of an agreed Common Fisheries Policy are known'
rt is evident that EuRosTAT will have to make a considerable effort in
the development of the progranme of fishery statistics but it is hoped
that the increase in workload may be minimised by the use of automatic
data processing techniques.
B. WORKING GROUP:
Yes.
6.
a national basis. In so far as certain
necessary tltese will be financed from the
264) -
7.
t
9. DISSEIVIINATION:
cioNos: FrSH domain
Publications - 1981: 573 z
572 :
57r ?
Fisheries:
Fisheries:
Fi-sheries:
\
Quantity and value
of landings in the
EC
Products and fleet
Catches by region
Other : -
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE. D2 - Agricultural balance sheets and products
TITLE: Regional agricultural statistics
PRO'JECT NUMBER: D2O19
1. IITTR@UCTION:
nre coordination of the conmon agricultural policy with regional policy
and the assessment of the impact of enl"argement of the Community on the
agricultural economies of the cor:ntries and regions more directly con-
cerned call for tJ:e development of regional statistics for the sectors
of agriculture not covered by Comwrity surveys (in which regionaliza-
tion is generally provided for in the Councll regulatl-ons or directives
on their organization).
The main variables are the areas cul.tl-vated, yields and production of
the main crop products, livestock nunbers and production of the main
products of animal origin.
2. SOURCE:
Requests from Commission departments (DG VI' DG XVI, EUROSTAT).
3. AIM:
To provide information on the regionat distribution of the main products
of vegetable and animal origin, thus giving a picture of the agricul-
tural economies of these regions.
4. DESCRIPTION:
Conpilation of statistics on !
a) some 20 crop products (areas cultivated, yields, production);
b) livestock nuubers (horses, cattle, sheep and goats' pi9s, poultry,
etc.).
Ihe statistics are to be conpiled at level II of the Nomenclature of
Territorial Units for Statj-stics (NtnS) , i.e. approxtmately 24O basic
administrative units (UAB)
5. WORKPIAN:
ongoing work, on an annual basis, comprising the updating of the
historical data base (1950-1973) organized under the CRONOS system(file sub-set zRG 1) by the rlnstLtuut voor Economisch Onderzoekr in
Groningen. The data were fed into CRONOS in 1979. No progress ln
1980.
6, FINANCING:
None.
7. VOLUME OF WORK:
This project involves a considerable anount of work for ELTROSTAT'
requiring the co-operation of the national statistical institutes.
In l98l plans should be made for updating the information for the years
L973-L977. Annual updating is planned for subsequent years.
Initially, the project involves the management of about 10 o0o series(approximatel-y 40 variables x 24O regions)..
I
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B. tfPRfSG GnouPt
Ng'
9. DISSEI,IINATIONI
CnOnOS - file sub-set ZRGI
Publications:
1-2-1: Region4l Yearbook
Other : not in L981.
t
t
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t.DIRECTORATE D - I98I PubliCatiOns
Theme 5 - AGRICUITURE, FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
Agriculture general
511 Yearbook of agricultural statistics
5L2 Studies in agricultural statistics
5l A Sectoral Income Index
Agriculture, prod.uction and balance sheets
52f Animal production
522 Crop production
52 A Production of milk in the CE (RN)
52 B Structure and utilization of hatcheries (RN)
52 C Development of cattle population and production(RN)
forecasts
52 D Development of pig population
forecasts
52 E Crop production
and production (RN) T
(RN) irr.
Agricultgre, prices
531 Agricultural price statistics
532 EC Agricultural price indices(output and input)
533 EC Agricultural price indices(output and input)
534 Purchase prices of the means of agriculturql
production
535 Selling prices of ani:nal products
536 Selling prices of crop products
53 A Evolution of EC agricultural price
indices (output and input)
Agriculture, accounts_
54L Economic Accounts: Agriculture, Forestry
(nu1
Frequenclt
A
i-rr.
A
T
T
A
A
T
T
T
T
A
T
I
Aqriculture, structure
55 A EC-Survey on tle structure
55 B EC-Survey on the structure
holdings (L966 / 67-L97 7)
Agricultufe, forestry
561 Forestry statistics
Fisheries
571 Fisheries:
572 Fisheries:
573 Fisheri-es:
of dairy industry
of agricultural
Catches by region
Prod.ucts and fleet
Quantities and values of landings
the EC
A
irr.
one only
A
A
1n
T
[ = Annual publication
I = Quarterly puJclication
RN = Rapid information note
irr. = irregular publication.
f,
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COMMITTEES AND !{PNKING GROUPS
on agricul'tural, forestry and fisheries statisti'cs
(situation as at I January 1981)
l. Agricultural gtatistlcs Cotmtittee
2. Standing Cornmittee for Agricultural Statistics
3. Agricultural Prl,ee Statistics
4. Agricultural lrabour Force
5. Sectoral Incffie Index
6. Economic AccQunts for Agriculture
7. Structure of Agrgicultural Holdingrs
8. crop Productg
9. Anirnal Productq
10. Supply Balanqe Sheets
11. Forestry Statlptics
12. Fisheries Statistics
(x) The frequency of ttre meetings
submitted for adoption.
Number of meetings
normally planned Per
year
1 (x)
J-O
2
I
1
1
3
3
3
t
I
2
depends on the nunber of draft decisions
I
I
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COMMUNITY SECONDARY LEGISLATION
on agricultural statistics
(Position as at 1.1.f981)
1. courrcil pecision (72l2?9/EEc) of 3l .Iuly 1972,
setting up a Standing Committee for Agricultural Statistics.(oJ) L L79 of 7.8.L972)
2. council pjrective (72l2Bo/EEc) of 31 July 1972,
on the statistical surveys to be made by Member States on nilk and milk
products.(oJ L L79 of 7.8.L972)
Amended by
- Directive (73/358/EEc) of 19 Novenber 1973(oJ L 326 of 27.LI.L973)
- Directive (78/32j/EE;C) of 20 March 1978
(O.t L 84 of 3l-.3.1978)
3. conmission Decision (72l356/EEc) of 18 october 1972'
laying down implernenting provisions for tlre sta\istical surveys on milk
and milk products (Ist version)(oJ L 246 of 30.10.1972)
Amended by
- Decision (76/43o/EEc) of 29 April 1975(oJ L 114 of 3o.4.L976)
- 
Decj-sion (78/8O8/EEC) of 20 septernber 1978
(OJ r, 279 of 4.1O.I978)
4. council pirective (73/132lEEc) of 15 May 1973,
on the statistical surveys to be carried out by Menber States on bovine
livestock, on forecasts on the availability of bovine animals for
slaughter and on statistics on slaughtered bovine animals.(Or r, 153 of 9.6.L973)
Anended by
- Directive (78/53/EEc) of 19 December 1977(o.r L 16 of 2o.I.1978)
5. connission pecisiol (73l262lEEc) of 24 July 1973,
establishing provisions for statisti-cal syrveys to be carried out by the
Member States on bovine Livestock, forecasts on the availability of bovlne
animals for slaugrhter and statistics on slaughtered bovlne animals.(oJ L 253 of 1o.9. L973)
a
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6.
7.
8.
9.
Council Regul,lrtion (EEFL No 154/75 of-?l JaLuary.1975
register of olLve cultivation in the Membe5
States producing olive oil.
(O,r r, 19 of 24.L.L975')
cour.rcir pirectivg (J5l1.o8lE-Ec) of 20 ganuarv 197:,
surveY for 1975 as Part of the Pro-
granme of surveys on the structure of agricultural holdings'(oJ L 42 of 15.2.L975'i
Council Regulation (EEC-) No 2782/75 of 22 October 1975,,toF eggs for hatching and of farpyard
poultry chicks.(oJ L 282 of 1.11. L975)
Comnission oeclsion (7,5/6-82/E:Ec) 
.of 2 october 1975'
structures survey for 1975 4s parf of
the progranme on surveys on.the sttucture of agriculturaL holdings the
difinitions relatinq tO the llst of characteristics and the list of
agricultural products.(oJ L 3oL of 2O.1-1.L9751
10. Commission utratlon
a comparative test of
of a register of olLve
30,4.L976\
No 984/76 of 29 L L976
data-collection methods for the
l providing forestablishment(ot L 1I3 of cultlvation.
11. council pecision (76l581/EEc) of 29 Lupe 1926,to be carried out by the Mernber States
on bovine livestock.,
(O.I L 189 of 13.7.1976)
L2, council Directive (i6,/525lEEc) of 20 J.uly 197qy} to be carried out by the Member states
in order to determine ttre production potential of plantatlons of certain
species of fnrit trees.(oJ L 218 of 11.8. L976)
13. councir. Pirectlve (76-lg!/EEFI oF.?9 .Jqly 1976.ffipfe pfoductl.on to be made by Menber states-(o.r r, 223 of 16.8.19761
L4. cglnnissigl Decig+on,(76l8o5/EEc) of r octo.ber 1976
Eoncerning surveys of pig produption to
be made bY Member Statbs.(oJ L 285 of 16.10 .L9761
15. com.nission peclsion'(?6,/8o6/4c) of I octo.ber l-975,
concerningr surveys to dete:rmine the
production potentLal of plantations of certain species of fruit trees
to be made bY Member States.(oJ L 285 of 16.10.1975)I
.*o
16. council Regulation (EEC) No 3228/76 of 2l December-1976, 
-. 
l I
urvey on the structure of agricultural holdings
for L977.(oJ L 356 of 31.12.1975)
L7. Conmission_Decisiorr (77/144IEEC) of 22 December 1976,
o69 and rules governing the transcription into
a machine-readable form of the data of the surveys on plantations
of certain species of fruit trees, and laying down the coundaries <>f
the production areas for these surveys.(oJ L 47 of 18.2.L977)-
f8. Commission 
'@es of apfricauion for Regulation (EEc) No 2782/'15
on the production and marketing of eggs for hatching and of farrnya::d
poultry chicks.(oJ L 2Q9 of 17.8.L977)
19. commission oecision (877l613/nnc) of 7 SePtenber 1977,
setting out the aefinltions relating to the list of characteristics for
the 1977 survey on the structure of agricultural holdings.
(O.r r, 252 of 3.1O.L977)
20. Council Regutation (EEC) No 218178 of 19 Decenber 1977,
on the organization of a sr:rvey on the structure of agricultural holdings
for L979/8e.
(O.r r, 35 of 4.2.L978,
2L. Council Regulalion (EEC) No 978178 of 10 Mav 1978'
on statistical surveys of areas und.er vines.(Corrected in : OJ L L28 of 17.5.1978
oJ L 194 of I9.7.I978)
22. corrunission Decision (78f592/EEc) of 16 June l9?8
setting out aEfinitions relating to the list of characteristics for the
L9l9/80 survey on the structure of agricultural holdings.(oJ L 195 of 20.7.1978)
23. Council Regulation (EEC) No 357/79 of 5 February 1979r
on statlstical surveys of areas under vines.(oJ L 54 of 5.3.1979 P- ]-24)
Amen4ed by:
- Requlation (EECI No L992/8o of 22 JuLy L98o(oJ L 195 of 29.7.1980, P. 10)
24- Commis-sion Regulation (EEC) No 991,/79 of 17 May 1979,
s"ttfng o"t E iifreaufe of tabtes and laying dovrn the definitions relating
t- basic statistical surveys of areas under vines and repealing Commission
Regulations Nos 143 and 25/64/EEC.(oJ L L29 of 28.5.L979, p. 1) .
a
,
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25. corunission Decision (72491/EEc) of 17-May ]979iutes for the transcriPtion into a
machinereadable fonn of the deita of the basic surveys of areas under
vines.
(O.T L I29 of 28.5.L979, P. 9)
26. conrnission Decision (79/832/EEC)- of 7 SePtemPer
settins out @ tJle classification of agricultural
holdings on the basls of a community typology, the method of their
transcription on to magnetic tape and the deadline for their trans-
mission for the purposes of the survey on the structure of agricultural
holdings for L977.
(O'J r, 259 of 15.1O.L979, P. 29)
27. Commission Decision (?9/833/EEC) of 7 September 1979,
survey on the st'ructure of agri-
cuttural holdings for L979/8O, the Community outline of the schedule
- of tables, the standard code and the detailed rules for the trans-
cription on to magnetic tape of the data contained in such tables.(oJ L 259 of 15.10.1979, P. 45)
28. commission Regutation (EEc) No 2276/79 of 16 October 1979,
awing-uP of a register of olive
cultivation in the Mernber states producing olive oil'
(OJ r, 262 of 18.10.1979' P. Il)
29, council Directive (79l92olEEC) of 29 gctober 1979' 
_rning surveys of Pig Production to
be made by Member States.(oJ L 281 of LO.11.L979, p. 41)
30. corunission Decision (8o/7?2/Eqc) of 13 JuBe l98o-'
ngr down, for the PurPoses of the
survey on the structure of agrieultural holdings for L979/8o, the
community outline of a schedule of tables together with the standard
code and rules for the transcription on to magnetLc tape of the data
contained in these tables.
(OJ L L94 of 28.7.I98O, P- 19)
31. corunission Decision (8o/763/EEc) of, I .JulY t98o'
rning statistical surveYs of
areas under vines.
(OJ L 21"3 of 16.8.1-980, P. 261
32. coruniss+on Dectsion (8ol764lEEc) of I -Iul:v-198o
establ-ishin@ tables and definitions relating to
intennediate statistical surveys of areas under vines.(oJ L 2L3 of 16.8.1980, P. 28).
33. commission Decjslon (8ol765/EEC) of 8 '{u1y. ]-9.8O
naara rules for the transcription into a
machinereadable forn of the data relatinq to intermediate statistical
surveys of areas under vines.(oJ L 2L3 af 15.8.L98o, P- 34)t
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Modifications persuant to the accession of the llellenic Republic and tothe adjustments to the Treaties of 2g May Lg7g.
Annex I
II AGRTCULTURE
H. AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS
l. Conncil Directive 72/2\O/EEC of 3l Ju,Ly L972(OJ No L L79, 7.8.L972,),
as amended by:
- Directive 73/358/nnC of 19 November L973(OJ No L 326, 27.LL.L973),
- Directive 7B/32O/naC of 20 March l97g(OJ No L 84, 31.3.1978).
The following shall be added to Artlcle 4 (3) (a):rGreece: forms a single arear,
and
rHowever, as regards Greece, it may be laid down by the procedure
referred to in Articre 7 that the r-nformation is to be suppLied
separately for specified territorial divisions. I
2. commission Decision 72/3i6/EEC of rg october L972 (oJ No L 246,3c-.l-o.L972l ,
as amended by:
- Decision 76/a3o/EEC of 29 Aprit 1976 (O*T llo L LL4, 3O.4.Lg761 ,
- Decisi.on 7]/goa/EEC of 20 seprernber L97B (o,r No L 27g, 4.1o.r978)
The following shall be added to footnote I to Tabre 4 of Annex rr:rcreece: one region onlyr,
and
rHowever, as regards Greece, it may be raid down by the procedure
referred to in Articre z that the tabl-e is to be filled in for
specified regions. r
rn Table 6, opposite nunbers rr.1.rr, rr..2.2L, 34r and 4r, the
abbrevj_ation rEUR 9! is replaced by rMsber Statesr.
CATTLE POPULATION
3. council Directive 73/L32/EEC of 15 May 1973 (o,r No L r53, 9.G.Lg73),
as amended by Directive 7g/53/nnc ot 1g Decernber Lg77 (oJ No L 16,20.L.1978) 
.
The following sentence is added to the second subparagraph of Article4 (3):
rAs regards Greece, this derogation shalr be varLd for three yearsfrom the date of accession. t
Article 5 (2) is supplemented by the following:rGreece: one regrion onlyr,
and by the following sr-rbparagraph:
However, as regards Greece, provision may be macte, in accordance withthe procedure referred to in Articte 9, for the results to be notified a
according to subdivisions to be determined. I
)
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FRUTT TREES
4, Council Directive 76/625/EAC of 2O.luly 1976 (O'J No L 2!8,I1.8. Lg76r,
as amended by Dtrective 77/L59/8rc of L4 February 1977 (O'J No L 48,
L9.2.L977).
The second srrbparagraPh of ArtLcle 2 l 1) A is replaced by the
following:
tThe survey relating to peach trees shall be carried out in ltaly,
France, Greece and Germany onl-y, and ln Germany no distinction between
varieties shall be made. The survey relating to orange trees shall be
carried out in Italy and Greece only. I
l'he following heading is inserted after ttre heading for the Federal
Republic of Gennany in the An{re:<:
IGREECE:
1. Central Greece and E\:boea
2. Peloponnesus
3, Epirps
4. ThessalY
5. Central and Western Macedonia
6. Eastern l,lacedonia
7. Aegean Islands
8. creter.
PIG POPULATIOI
5. Corrnission Decislon 76/8O5/EEC of I October 1975 (O-I No L 285,
16.10.L976).
tGreece: is added to Article 2.
EGGS - CHICKENS
6. Comml-ssion Regu}atlon (EE) No f858,/77 of 29 July 1977 (OJ No L 2O9,
L7.8.L977) .
Ttre following is added to Article I (1) I
rE for Greecef
The follovring ls added to footnote I in Annex rr:
lGreece: one reglon ooltr.
" ;!i;ir:!rr''r :.
AREA UNDER VINES
7. Council Regulation (EEC) No 357/79 of 5 February 1979 (GT No L 54,
5.3. 1979) .
: Tl:.i:l:T:ns Artrcle ra rs added:
[tre Hellenic Regrrbllc shal]. carry out the first basic survey in
accordance with the provisions of this ReguLation as fron L982.
D However, for 198L, tfie Hel]-enJ-c Republic undertakes to supply the data
required in Article 5. I
:
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fhe following point (e) is added to the first subparagraph of Article , :
2 (2) Bz| (e) the areas under grapes intended for drying. I
Article 5 (4) is repl-aced by the following:14. The Member States concerned shall sr:hit to the Conmission before
30 June 1980, and in ttre Hellenic Reprrblic at the tine of accession, a
detailed description of the methods to be used for the intermedlate
surveys; advance notice shall- be given of any change in such methodsr.
Annex 2
I AGT,ICULfURE
G. AGRTCULTURAL STATISTICS
AREA I]NDER VTNES
Council Regrulation (EEC) No 357/79 of 5 Felrruaty L979 (Oj No L 54,
s.3.1979).
Article 4 (3) must be supplemented by the geographical units for
Greece.
'
,
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of statistical interest undertaken other Directorates-General
o*ooo
pxo6l
px14o
oxr4t
farm Accountancy Data Network
Statistical informatl-on on olive
Collection of data on PrJ.ces and
landed l-n rePresentative Ports
Adninistrative fleet reglster
cultivations
quantities on Pilot Products
)
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DG VI
oro6o
t.
The Farm Accountancy Data Network (FADN)
INTRODUCTION:
The FADN was created to meet the needs of the Conmon Agricultural Policy
and has been in operation since 1958. It is described more fu1ly in a
booklet entitled "The Farm Accountancy Data Network".
SOURCE:
Conunission.
ATMs
To obtain the accountancy data required f,or the calculation of annual
farm income and analysis of the economic operation of farms. fhese data
are used chiefly as the basis for the Cornnissionrs annual reports on the
agricultural situation and agricultural rnarkets as well as on fatm in*
come in the Corununity.
Ttre FADN is also used for the purposes of tJle Corunissl-onrs objective
method of assessing the need for changes in producerst prices. It is
regularly used as an aid to the decisions taken in connection with the
routine administration of ttre Cormton Agricultural Policy.
DESCRIPIION:
---bas.ic data, taken from a sanple of 28 @O holdings keeping accountsr
are collected by regional accountancy offices. In each region the sample
is selected by a comnittee made up of a maximum of twelve mernbers re-
presenting the administration, the agricultural- holdinqs, the statisti-
cians and the farm accountancy offices. At national level, liaison or-
ganizations provide a link between the regional and Conmunity authorities,
DG VI is responsible for managing tlte FADN and processing and analysing
the data received. It is assisted by the Community FADN Comuittee' which
is made up of representatives of the Menber States and has the same
porirers and functions as the management committees for agricultural
markets. The FADN is concerned with agricultural holdinqs whose production
is geared to sales (which constLtute the farmerrs main occupatlon) and
which ernploy annually not less than one "labour unit," (or o.75 in some
Menber States).
IORKPI.AN:
Ongoing.
2.
4.
t
5.
,
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DG VI
Dxo6l Statistical information on olive cultivation
I. INTRODUCTION:
A register of ollve cultivation in the Conmunity is considered
' necessary for effl-cient market management in the olive-oil sector.
2. SOTJRCE:
Council Regulation No L54/75 of January 1975.
3. AIM:
a) To provide better information on tJre production potential for
olives and olive oil in the Commr:nity.
b) To facilitate more effective monitoring of Community expenditure
on the olive-oil market.
4. DESCRIPfION:
-ffisticalinformatl-ononeachhoIdtngistobeprovidedin
two stages:
a) (About December L982) (i) total olive-growing area(ii) total nurnber of olive trees
b) (About December 1985) (i) nanes of owners of each olive
plantation(ii) proportion of specialized and
mixed areas(iil-):Yariety(iv) system of cultivatl-on(v) age of trees - state of cultivation(vi) munber of trees under irrigation.
5" WORKPLAN:
nr" r.qister will be updated at regular intervals.
t
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DG XIT/
uxr4o. collection of data on prlces and quantities of pilot products
la$ded Ln r,epreeentatlve per,tsi.
1. fffRgDuerl-oNt
In the framrork of the common organiga,tion of, tlre market in fishariasproducts (Councll regulatien rfo 10O176, of 16 January Lg76) the
Cawnission collects', regularly data on tlre, prlcee. and quantltieg of,pi,lot products landed in repr,esalrtativa, ports,
z- sPu.4gn:
Commissj"onr on ttre basis, of infomatl.on tr.ansmitted. bDr Uenb{ar
countrie6 in tlre- f,rasework of the, Com*Eaj.on regulation, no 25L8/:7g
of 1O Deceraber I9ZO.
3. l*sr
rtte pugpose is to supBJ.y ttrg saryicea of, the Comi"ssion with detaiLed
fulfgrflRti.on fOr an effeCtirne: nanagem€nt the cormon organLaatl-on of
tlra market in ftshordee products.
ar oFfc,RrP{IgI:
l,lwber ceuntriar,sttBFly ttre CorqnisEL,nn wl"th date. on the dal.l_ydevelolmat of, prtc*fi:r isd q$rantltteo of pirot products l.anded in
rqrr,es,entativo porta-
5. EHKPl4rygContinuous w,ork I
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DG XIV
r'D-141 A&ninistrative fleet register
1. INTRODUCTION:
-*ThG data are collected to serve as part of the basic statistics
for ttre different tasks entrusted to the Cormission in the field of
its fisheries pollcY.
2. SOTJRCE:
rnltiative of the Corrnission
3. AIM:
-lftt" purpose is to supply the services of the Connissl-on with detailed
information in the franework of the various aspects of the fl-sheries
policy (FECSA, catch possibiJ.ities, etc.).
4. pESCRTYTTON:
'Ihe r"srster covers the most essential detaits (GRT' length.) of
the fishing vessels above l-OO GRT of the EC-countries as well as of
selected third countrles.
5. IYORKPT.AN:
Ttre register will be up-dated annually.
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